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Sacrifice and Descent

FORTHEGREEKS,the essential features of their social world (those that
distinguished it equally from the natural and the divine realms) were

sacrifice, marriage, and agriculture.l In myth these all share the same
origin: marriage and agricultural production were consequences of Pro-
metheus's sacrifice ending the Golden Age. Turning from the myth to
its social context, from Pandora to the world of young Greek brides,
marriage takes on a more precise meaning: it is not a voluntary personal
relation between two individuals, but a relation for and between family
groups:

Pleasure is not the object of marriage. Its function is quite differ-
ent: to unite two family groups within the same city, so that a
man can have legitimate children who "resemble their father"
despite being the issue of their mother's womb, and who will
thus be able, on the social and religious level, to continue the
line of their father's house to which they belong. (Vernant 1980:
136)

The unfonunate defect of being "the issue of their mother's womb"
is a quality children share with the beasts. Wild animals also have a
mother, "to whom they are linked by the natural animal bond of child-
birth; but they have no father. Without marriage there can be no pater-
nal filiation, no male line of descent, no family, all of which presuppose
a link which is not natural, but religious and social" (ibid.: 138). The
sexual promiscuity of the beasts is precisely the absence of the patrilin-
eal family, and the male purity of the Golden Age is the ideal principle
of that family carried to a level of absolute perfection. Letting "P" stand
for patriliny, the three-tiered structure can be written this way:

wild/natural level social/religious level Golden Age (divine level)
-P +P F

unregulated sex regulated sex male purity
death social continuity immonality
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This structure encodes monality just as it does sexuality. The social and
religious continuity of the patrilineal family gives males an attenuated
form of immonality in the institutionalized successt~m of fathers and
sons. The beasts, recognizing no fathers, have no continuity at all to
mitigate individual mortality. On the other hand, if children only re-
sembled their fathers perfectly they would be identical younger ver-
sions, cloning younger exact duplicates in their turn, and the Golden
Age of male immonality would have returned. It is only mothers, bear-
ing monal children, who dim this glorious vision of eternal and perfect
patriliny. Remember Pandora: because of a woman, men are mortal.

Only in myth is the fatal flaw of having been born of woman over-
come. Herakles was sacrificing bulls to his father, Zeus, when the fire
ignited a poisoned shirt his wife had given him. In Ovid's account he
bears his Latin name, Hercules:

All that his mother gave him burned away.
Only the image of his father's likeness
Rose from the ashes of his funeral pyre . . .
So Hercules stepped free of mortal being. . .
And with an ait of gravity and power
Grew tall, magnificent as any god.

(the Metamorphoses. 1958: 248)

Purified by the fire (almost like bones and fat), Herakles became a heav-
enly god. As both mortal hero and immortal god, he received both
chthonic and Olympic sacrifice.

That women destroy the ideal of perfect patrilineal continuity has a
real foundation in Greek social organization. Women (who fail in such
glaring ways to resemble the father) do not contribute to the continuity
of their own family line. The above quotation from Vernant needs cor-
rection: it is not "legitimate children" but only legitimate sons who
"continue the line of their father's house to which they belong." Women
marry outside their own family and bear children for the continuity of
a different family. Children are born not just of women, but of outsiders.
For any boy, "all that his mother gave him" pollutes the purity of the
paternal line.

The starkness of the Greek womb/tomb equation is probably unri-
valed, but all over the world social structures idealizing "eternal" male
intergenerational continuity meet a fundamental obstacle in their nec-
essary dependence on women's reproductive powers. There are various
ways to organize over or around this obstacle, to transcend it. Many
societies value continuity flowing unilineally from father to son to son's
son, and these are probably the most common contexts for intensively
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sacrificial religions. But they are not the only ones. Even in settings
where various kinds of descent through women are valued, and also in
social organizations with no actual family base (such as the clerical hi-
erarchy of the Roman Church), sacrificing produces and reproduces
forms of intergenerational continuity generated by males, transmitted
through males, and transcending continuity through women.

It is important to recognize that all the different ways people create
enduring continuity between generations cannot really be sorted into
categories like "patrilineaL" "matrilineal," or "bilateraL" Chapter 2 em-
phasizes that the terms "communion" and "expiation" do not actually
describe any real sacrifice. They are only abstractions, lenses to look
through. What is true of sacrificial traditions is true also of kinship tra-
ditions: they are so diverse that concrete general categories become im-
possible. There is not one real statistical typification "patriliny"; there
are countless different normative ways in which people envision conti-
nuity between fathers and sons and value this intergenerationallink as
especially important for inheritance, political control, and other forms
of social organization. There are also all the ways people do not conform
to family norms. For example, Greek brides normatively married out-
side "the line of their father's house." But marriage inside the extended
family did sometimes occur in Athens, especially in the case of an heir-
ess, to keep the dowry in the family (Cantarella 1987: 45). When I use
a term like "patrilineal" then, it is only an ideal type, not a real one, a
lens for looking at a great variety of different ways of valuing father-son
continuity, and of even more ways of leading real family lives.2

A century ago W. Robertson Smith recognized an affinity between
patriliny and sacrifice. In The Religion of the Semites they are so closely
linked that he could not err about one without simultaneously distort-
ing the other. Following Wellhausen, Robertson Smith believed that all
sacrifice was originally clan sacrifice (1972: 284). Rejecting his contem-
poraries' utilitarian theories of sacrifice as gift (or even bribery: do ut
des), he claimed that the purpose of sacrifice was to create and maintain
relationships of kinship between "men" and their gods. He did not con-
sider that sacrifice might create and maintain kinship between men and
men. He took that kinship for granted as "naturaL" Nor did he distin-
guish between the "principle of kinship" and the "tie of blood." There
was no difference, for him, between consanguineal relatedness and the
ordering of society according to the selective, normative systems that
actual kinship groups create and maintain. By his "tie of blood" he
meant only unilineal descent. But since this was, for him, "natural"
kinship, he did not consider that biological descent had already been
(socially and religiously) transformed into something else.
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In common with most theorists of his time, he believed that origi-
nally everyone recognized only descent from mothers. The possibilities
for sacrifice in such a society are limited, however, for. "the children are
of the mother's kin and have no communion of blood religion with the
father. In such a society there is hardly any family life, and there can be
no sacred household meal" (ibid.: 278). At some unspecified time, and
in some unknown way, almost everyone but a few very primitive groups
switched to patrilineal descent, still considered by Smith only as a nat-
ural blood tie, not as an achievement. It is on the father-son relation
that the sacrificial relation of deity to worshiper i~ founded, although it
was later expanded to include patron-client. master-servant, and king-
subject.

Smith's lengthy treatment of relations between worshiper and deity
was limited to consanguineal and derivative relations. He did not con-
sider marriage as a possible modeJ.3 Nor did he mention relations be-
tween affines (persons and groups related to one another by marriage).
Smith's kinship systems are so thoroughly unilineal that there are no
affines anywhere, and consequently, no problems of affinal relations in
unilineal descent.4 In fact, "the members of one kindred looked on
themselves as one living whole, a single animated mass of blood, flesh
and bones" (ibid.: 274). Nowhere in The Religion of the Semites is there
any indication of how these utterly united kin groups are related to. and
differentiated from, other such groups.

For Smith, all kinship relations were entirely benign.5 In spite of
q,in and Abel, Jacob and Esau, Joseph and brethren, and many others,
this Hebrew Bible scholar was serenely convinced that "those in whose
veins the same life-blood circulates cannot be other than friends bound
to serve each other in all the offices of brotherhood" (ibid.: 398). Kin-
ship relations with deities are equally benign. "The habitual temper of
the worshippers is one of joyous confidence in their god, untroubled by
any habitual sense of human guilt . . . ancient religion assumes that
ordinary acts of worship are all brightness and hilarity" (ibid.: 255.
257).

In identifying "natural" kinship with totally homogeneous, affine-
less unilineal descent, and in purging kin relations of all guilt, envy,
hatred, and terror, Smith had already done all the work of sacrifice. His
purifying process was so complete before anyone killed a victim that
there was nothing left to expiate, to get rid of. from kinship structure or
from religious life. The clean had already been wholly separated from
the unclean. His preliminary atoning work was so perfect that there was
no room left for atonement itself. As he himself said, "There was no
occasion and no place for a special class of atoning sacrifices" (ibid.:
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360). Atonement, expiation, sin offerings, and all the dark side of sac-
rifice was only a later, secondary development, a consequence of the
"Assyrian catastrophe" and the despair that followed the Babylonian
exile. As well as being historically inaccurate, this at-one-ment without
atonement is logically and sacrificially impossible. Smith had created a
Golden Age of his own among the Semites.

A peculiar mixture of error, erudition, and profound insight, The
Religion of the Semites has been regularly denounced for the last seventy
years. Smith has been condemned for leading astray biblical scholars,
anthropologists, sociologists, psychoanalysts, and theologians. But bad
scholarship is usually forgotten. If his work continued to trouble people,
it was because his central idea was partly correct. He was right in linking
sacrifice with kinship, even with kinds of kinship rather like what he
described: clearly defined patrilineal descent systems, commonly ex-
cluding mothers and affines. Although his inattention to kin group dif-
ferentiation, and to affinal relations, led Smith into absurdities, even his
"single animated mass of blood, flesh and bones" has some real basis
when the unity is conceived as sociaL religious, or moraL rather than as
physical. (A corporate unilineal descent group, seen from the outside,
says Meyer Fortes, "might be defined as a single legal personality. ")6 No
matter how corporate, a patrilineage is never "a physical unity of life."
Nor is unilineal descent natural, but social and religious. And sacrificing
orders relations within and between lines of human fathers and sons,
between men and men, at least as effectively as it does relations between
men and their divinities.

Maintaining normative modes of family continuity through male or
female lines ("unilineal descent") 7glosses only some of the ways people
may order social relations in terms of descent. Descent "systems" are all
ideal ways of ordering the social relations of reproduction, and, as is
true of all forms of social organization, unilineal descent is associated
with specific kinds of economic production. The varieties of enduring
intergenerational continuity such groups strive for may be glossed as
"lineage" organization. Lineage organization is particularly efficient for
control and transmission by inheritance of productive property such as
farmland and livestock herds, and also of gainful monopolized skills,
including priestly skills and political office. Such enduring descent
groups (and blood-sacrificial religions too) are not of significance
among people relatively unconcerned with inheritance of important
productive property, such as hunter-gatherers, who have little durable
property. Nor do they usually survive the introduction of a modern
economy with occupational differentiation and monetary media of ex-
change. Like blood-sacrificial religions, such enduring family groups are
concentrated among pre-industrial societies with some degree of tech-
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nological development, in which rights in durable property are highly
valued.8 The symbolic structure in which the Greeks linked agriculture,
pi:\triliny, and sacrifice may be unique, but control of agricultural prop-
erty by patrilineal descent groups as a material base of sacrificial religion
is found around the world and across a wide range of societies. These
range from extremely poor subsistence framers, with no central govern-
ment at all, to highly sophisticated societies like pre-revolutionary
China.9

Because these are all family groups, the control of the means of
production is inseparably linked with the control of the means of repro-
duction, that is, the fertility of women. As Fortes says,

I have several times remarked on the connection generally found
between lineage structure and the ownership of the most valued
productive property of the society, whether it be land, or cattle,
or even the monopoly of a raft like blacksmithing . . . A similar
connection is found between lineage organization and control
over reproductive resources and relations. (1953: 35)

(For "reproductive resources," read "childbearing women.") "Rights
over the reproductive powers of women," says Fortes, "are easily regu-
lated by a descent group system" (ibid.: 30).

The social relations of production may be much the same whether
intergenerational continuity through men or through women is more
highly valued. But th.e social relations of reproduction will differ be-
tween "matrilineages" and "patrilineages," since matrilineages divide
men's rights over women's bodies between brothers and husbands, who
are ordinarily members of different lineages. In this sense the identity of
the group controlling productive and reproductive property is always
imperfect in matrilineages.

It should be recognized that although the different kinds of groups
glossed as "patrilineages" are patriarchies, "matrilineages" are not ma-
triarchies. Men ordinarily hold the major positions of authority in ma-
trilineages as well as in patrilineages. It is the descent of authority, and
of property, which differs: in patrilineages it is from father to son, in
matrilineages from uncle to nephew, from mother's brother to sister's
son. Both systems are ways of formally connecting men with women as
childbearers, that is, ways of organizing intergenerational continuity be-
tween men and men in the face of the fact that it is women who give
birth and with whom the next generation begins life already in close
relation. Both systems are ways in which men regulate rights over
women's reproductive powers, but in matrilineal descent systems these
rights are divided: the man with rights of sexual access and the man
and group with rights in the offspring are not the same.
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Although obviously. both types of unilineal descent, father to son
and mother's brother to sister's son, are equally dependent on women's
powers of reproduction for their continuity, this dependence is structur-
ally recognized in matrilineal descent, but transcended in patrilineal de-
scent. Rights of membership in a matrilineage may be determined by
birth alone, providing sure knowledge of maternity. Paternity never has
the same natural certainty, and birth by itself cannot be the sole criterion
for patrilineage membership. No enduring social structure can be built
only upon the shifting sands of that uncertain relation, biological pater-
nity. Social paternity and biological paternity may, and often do, coin-
cide, but it is social paternity that determines patrilineage membership.
Some sacrificing societies, such as the Romans or the Nuer, distinguish
between biological and social paternity in their vocabulary; for ex-
ample, the Latin distinction between (biological) genitor and (social) pa-
ter. Only the pater was significant sacrificially.

Unilineal descent groups are not concerned merely with an existing
order, but with its continuity through time, generation succeeding gen-
eration. When the crucial intergenerationallink is between father and
son, for which birth by itself cannot provide sure evidence, sacrificing
may be considered essential for the continuity of the social order. What
is needed to provide clear evidence of social and religious paternity is
an act as definite and available to the senses as is birth. When member-
ship in patrilineal descent groups is identified by rights of participation
in blood sacrifice, evidence of "paternity" is created which is as certain
as evidence of maternity, but far more flexible.

Consider patrilineal ancestor cults, whose powerful affinity with
sacrificial ritual is widely recognized. Ancestral sacrifice ritually indexes
patrilineage boundaries (keeps the difference between members and
not-members) by distinguishing between those who have rights to par-
ticipate and those who do not, and at the same time extends the tem-
poral continuity of the lineage beyond its living members to include the
dead.

Sacrificial ancestor cults are commonly features of corporate de-
scent groups whose members are tied to a certain locality by inherited
farmland, and also often by ancestral graves. Right of participation in
sacrifices can also identify patrilineage membership even when the lin-
eage is not a corporate group and is not clearly defined territorially, but
in this case there may not be an ancestor cult, and sacrifice, more "spir-
itual" as the group is less corporate, may be offered to divinities. The
Nuer and Dinka are examples. Sacrificing may be the exclusive privilege
of only one descent group in a society: a hereditary priesthood, who
may keep their own lineage boundaries absolutely clear while other,
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non-sacrificing descent groups in the same society lose such clearly de-
fined identity. In this case the ideology of eternal genealogical continuity
is also centered in the priesthood. The Israelite Aaronid priesthood is an
example.

Sacrificing can identify, and maintain through time, not only social
structures whose continuity flows through fathers and sons but also
other forms of male to male succession that transcend dependence on
childbearing women. Because it identifies social and religious descent,
rather than biological descent, sacrificing can identify membership in
groups with no presumption of actual family descent. This is the case
with the sacrifice of the Mass, offered by members of a formally insti-
tutionalized "lineage," the apostolic succession of the clergy in the Ro-
man Church. This social organization is a truly perfect "eternal line of
descent" in which authority descends from father to father, through the
one "Son made perfect forever," in a line no longer directly dependent
on women's reproductive powers for continuity. (See chapter 8.)

Sacrificial ritual can serve in various ways as warrant of, and there-
fore as means of creating, patrilineal descent-as a principle of social
organization, not as a fact of nature. When sacrifice works in this per-
formative way it is what Thomas Aquinas called an "effective sign," one
that causes what it signifies: in this case, patrilineage membership
(Summa Theologica, III, Q62:1). For Thomas, as well as for tribal sacri-
ficers, the effective work of symbolic action is, of course, reflexively de-
pendent on the existence of other structures (social, religious, linguistic,
legal, etc.). That is, sacrifice does not "cause" patrilineage membership
where there are not patrilineages.

Sacrifice cannot be infallible evidence of begetting and therefore ob-
viously cannot constitute biological paternity. It is the social relations of
reproduction, not biological reproduction, that sacrificial ritual can cre-
ate and maintain. Where the state and the social relations of production
are not separable from patrilineaIIy organized social relations of repro-
duction, the entire social order may be understood as dependent on
sacrifice. "Not just the religious cult but the order of society itself takes
shape in sacrifice," says Burkert of the Greeks (1983: 84). This is also
true of other entirely unrelated societies, such as nineteenth-century
West African city states like Benin and Dahomey and twentieth-century
subsistence farmers or pastoral cattle herders, without urban develop-
ment or centralized organization. The particular Greek elaboration of
alimentary symbolism is surely unique, but Detienne's observation that
"the city as a whole identifies itself by the eating of meat" (1979b: ix)
accurately describes sacrificial maintenance of social organization in
oth~r traditions and other societies. The Israelite priesthood, for ex-
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ample, identified itself by eating of meat (the "edible" sin offering), and
so did and do different kinds of patrilineal groups in Africa, Europe,
Asia, and the New World.

When a form of social organization is dependent on sacrifice for its
identification and maintenance, it can also be lost by failure to sacrifice,
and improper sacrifice can endanger it. As Detienne says, "To abstain
from eating meat in the Greek city-state is a highly subversive act"
(1979b: 72). Georges Dumezil tells the sad story of the end of a Roman
family. An official named Appius Claudius persuaded the family to sell
its private sacrificial cult to the state for public use.

According to Festus. . . Appius Claudius went blind, and within
the year all members of the selling family died . . . Thenceforth it
was the urban proctor who each year made the offering of an ox
(or a heifer) in the name of Rome. (1979: 435)

According to Dumezil, "Some think. . . that we must understand [this
account] by reversing the order of events." That is, the state only as-
sumed control of the cult because the proprietary family had already
died out. But the story's order of events (although not their speed) is
quite possibly correct. Having lost its ritual means of identification, and
with it the ritual entail of its property, the family line itself disap-
peared-not as a number of biological individuals but as the particular
kind of social organization it was.

Consider a cautionary tale from M. Herskovits about the problems
of maintaining patrilineal descent in the West African kingdom of Da-
homey. Only certain ritual specialists could touch victims which had
been offered to the ancestors and hope to survive the contact. Without
these specialists there could be no sacrifice, but training them involved
a long course of rituals in a specially constructed cult house for the dead.
This course of training was undertaken as seldom as possible because of
the great danger involved, both from the intensity of relations with the
ancestral dead and also from the possibility of committing a fatal ritual
error. The royal ancestor cult was the apex of the hierarchy of all ances-
tor cults in the kingdom, and consequently it was the duty of the king
to officiate in the centralized training of the kingdom's ancestor cult
specialists. After French colonizers ended the monarchy, the head of the
royal patrilineal descent group, or sib, continued in the ritual position
of the king. In the early thirties, when Herskovits was in Dahomey, the
head of the royal sib had neglected to perform his ritual duty of building
the cult house because, even if he did not die at once as a consequence
of committing some ritual error, he would in any case die soon after
from such prolonged and intense contact with the dead.
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The last cult house for the ancestors of the entire kingdom. . .
was established so many years ago that most of those who re-
ceived this training are dead, and it is urgent that.another soon
be instituted, though it is believed that this will hasten the death
of the head of the royal family. In the last one, it is said, some
three thousand initiates came from. . . each sib all over the king-
dom. . . . [When the last of these, now old] die, there will be no
one able to touch a sacrificial animal, and thus will even greater
evil befall all Dahomeans, and the entire royal family will die
out. (1938, voLl: 228)

This final prophecy of doom is not mere superstition. If the cult house
were not built, if the prerequisite for continued sacrifice were not met.
the royal sib might indeed die out. The biological individuals forming
its membership need not die, but the royal sib, as a social organization
constituted and maintained by sacrifice, dependent on repeated sacrifice
for its "eternal" continuity, would decay with the end of sacrificing.
Evils would befall all Dahomeans because all Dahomean kinship orga-
nization was sacrificially maintained and was organized in relation to
the royal sib.

I

gnlv the Aztecs 9..!:!lc!i.9_~~e.p_~_I:1_QIp,~3~!1si!?ygh~.f.I1:~,_~~D}p.lll~jy.eo.ess,.

~d cruelty o(sacrificiIl&: Dahomean religion was not representative of
sacrificial religion, it.was an exaggeration of it. a concentration and in-
tensification of many features which occur selectively and less starkly
in many other sacrificing societies. In Dahomey, says Herskovits, a child
"legally stands in no relation whatever to his mother's kin" (ibid. 153).
This is certainly unusual, as is also the degree of continuity with the
dead and the desperateness of dependence on sacrifice for maintenance
of the social order. But all these are only exaggerations of what could
be called a common sacrificial principle: that it is by participation in the
rule-governed (moral, not biological) relatedness of father and son in a
ritually defined social order, enduring continuously through time, that ";I(

birth and death (continually changing the membership of the "eternal" j) Atllineage) and all other threats of social chaos may be overcome f-t-
Man born of woman may be destined to die, but man integrated~

into an "eternal" social order to that degree transcends mortality. I use
the word "man" advisedly, for in sacrificially maintained descent ~
groups, "immortality," which may be no more than the memory of a
name in a genealogy, is commonly a masculine privilege. It is through ~
fathers and sons, not through mothers and daughters, that "eternal"
social continuity is maintained. Daughters, who will marry out, are not
members of the lineage in the same way as their brothers, nor do moth-
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